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Popular Theatre: A Technique foz Participatory Research
A

by Ross Kidd and Martin Byram

'INTRODUCTION,TO PARTICIPATORY USEARCH

'Adult educators ne4id practical tools to do their,work. Often they are

good at philosophical statements, but not very good ap deslgning the tools'

needed to transform philosophical principles into practical action. One

often feels that this is a major t?lopk to progressive practices in this field.

Adult educators ire given -aFthoroufill understInding'of the ideologieal flaws

in traditional teaching prattices4 buf are not provided with clear examples

of-how to make adult education work well.

The wTiters feel phat this may be,equally'true c*.'particlpatory research'.

The ideological'implications of thia approach were clear when Freire first

pulled,these concepts together back in the mid-6Qs:

a) participation as(both goal and method

b) learning as a dynamic, two-way iransaction rather than;as a
' one-way banking operation I

Vi.

c) the researcher as participant and animateur

d) research as'a tool for,critical:consciousnesS and social transformation.

But what is now 'needed are clear and manageable ools which can be used

by the large number of adult educator's in making, Freire's 10-ilosophy

operational. u

1
, u

f
4

Participatory research haS been definedias 'a three-pronged activity: a

method of social investigatiorr involving the full, participation of the
;4

community; .an educatiopal process; a means df taking acton`-for avvelopment'

(all, 1978) It also,been'described as 'working with the poorest groups-\
in the analysis of their,own needs (Hall, 1978) . (The implication of both

of these definitions is that techniques need to, be developed which can be

used on a massive scale. The alternative optisons are mass media or techniques
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which can be used by village-level developMent workers and animateurs.

tge most effective mass medium,tends to be a. 'top-down' medium,'and

one which has difflculty in responding to,the unique concerns of various

.parts of th ..untry At. best, i.t can.pro9.de a high-quaAty discus,, sion
. .

.
,

'code' on a common national problme in the form of a 'problem-drama' -

.but by itself it cannot organize at active response by its listening

audience. For this, it needs to rely on development workers and local

leaders *operating on the front line.
t-

The task then ie to work out a methodology which can be managed by

village-level animateurs and development wockets and to train theM tb use

4
these methodp. These workers need more shan an ideological grounding in

Freirels educational philosophy. They need, teohniqyes' which;

1) are clear and manageable: and

2) reflect the philosophy of participatory research.

What. ar60 the requirements of such a methodologyrThe following'list has

been suggested;

1
1) 'the problem originates in the'community itself and the proAlolem is defined,

0

o. analyzed and solve, by tbe community;.

2). the ultimate goal of research is the radical trans- ation of social

reality.dand theimprovement Of the lives of people olved. The be e-

ficiarieö of the research are the members of th-e community itself:

' 3) participatory research.involves the full and active participation of the

community in the entire research 'process;

4) participatory research involves a whole range of powerless sroups of

people'-"the e loiteri, the poor, the oppressed,'the marginal, etc.;
4

5). the process of participatory research cat create a greater awareness in

the peispie of their oWn resources and mobilizes them for self-reliant

developMemt; 6
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16) it is a more intitc method of research in that the participation.of

the ommunity e research process fadilitates a more accurate and

authentic analysis of social reality;

the researcher is a comiitted participant and learner in-the process

of research, militant rather than detached' (Hall, 1978).

In operational terms, this_would require:

1) ways of bringing people together - since many of the poorest groups

are currently turned off'by or excluded from development programmes;.

2) some type of ptoblem. identification and priarity-setting process;

3) a codiV;cation process which is botn.,Participatory and manageable;

'.4) ways of getting people to respond to the "code" in'an active waY.

Popular Theatre:and Particiga y Research

One method that fulfills 4iese requirements i 'popular and atticipaory

theatre uses as a,tool for Jonscieritizat1on.

4But what is popular theatre.We liave chosen to define it. as "people's

theatre speakil to tine common man in his language and idiom and dealing

with problems of direct relevance to this sitladcion"'. It is 'popular'

because it attempts to involve the,whole community, not jusc a .smorll elite.

determined by class or education. But it is more than tigh art'occasionally

toured around the boondocks bringing cultuv to the deprived masses' (Brookes,

1974). Its use of local languages and participatory style and its attempt

to reflect the audience's own situation from their perspective makes it

their theatre rather than an imposition.

Popular teatre can be an effective tool in conscientizatfon programmes).

1) as entertainment,' it can attract and hold the in'terest of large

numbers of people;

2) as an oral pedium in-local languases, ft can involve tete poorest
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groups and.classes who_are oftsE.left odt of develoPment acti<ities

because of their illiteracy or lack of understanding of English;

3) as dramatic representation of local problema, it,provides a

cod'i.fl.cation of reality which can be used by the participants in

ti\

analyzing their situation;

-0*

, 4) as collective expression and a communal activity, it creates

the coniext fcr co-operative rather than individual thinking and

action - it creates the possibility for hor'izontal communication
e

or peer learning, rather than top-down one-way communication,

The most important feature of popular theatre is its representation of

local,situations and problems (codification). It 'is this which makes it a

powerful tool f vducation. People see thLuselves and teir situation in a ()

fresh way and wi-A) to talk about these problens wdth others. Through discussion

(which follows every performance), people can share their ideas about these
r

probl.ems and see what can be done about them. Often this leads to practical.

action. It is this combination of performance and discussion.which charac-

terizes theruse of popular theatre in conscientization programmes.
.141,

Another important feature is that it is participatory. The theatre 'form

used is one that everyone can manage. It Operates on the principle that

anyone can learn to play a role, improvise dialogue, or handle ,spuppet.

Extensive rehearsals or memorized lines would discourage participation. So

instead o.f. a heavily scripted approach; the performances Are based on im-

411'

provization, enthusiasm, and ,a plot line which is worked out by the actors

themseolves. This approach works well precisely because the actors are familiar

lith the issues and the situations they ate presenting (since they arectheir

issue) and develop their dialogue, gesture, and action in response to each

Other and' the, audience, rather than ti'aving to remember a fixed script. By
.
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4 ,
keeping the form-rough and simplP, popular theatre can be kept within the

. control and use of local people 11-- and it can therefore be used on a.mass

scale,

As a medium for codification, drama is much more manageable in a grass

roots programme than. pictures. It ean be produced lcoally whereas pictures

often require specialist artistic skills which are not available in every . .

community. (In Freires programmes in Brazil and Chile, the pictures were

.,centraily produced rather than developed by each study circle.) Drama

also has the capacity for a multiL-dimensional and dynelic representation'

of ,reality in contrast with pictures which can onfry represent a static

situation and are often incapable, of ref1ecting ConpIex issues. iAnallY,

.

by using drama the group.is involved not only in studying the code but in
-

creating it - and this- proc4ss itself involves an.element of analysis.

.A1so as a collective.activity it helps in producing group solidarity and the

potential for collective thinking and action.

Eilm and'videobape have also 1:4en used as 'codes' for-conscientization

progranmes. (Canadiin National Film Board, 1970-1978; Belkin; 1971-1972).

However, both of these tools involve expe.nsive equipme t, technical skills,

or a iaintenance capacity which prevents.them from being used by village-
-

level develzopment workers ol a m,,asive scale (Mbughuni, 1977). DramacTa

much more appropriate tecnology for mass social transfgrthation programmes

since:

a) everyone can ,handle it
4

b) it is inexpensive and has no technical liMitations

c) as an already familiar medium (drawing pn indigenous creative exprssion)

it preVides an acceptable means of b:ringing development issues into

the 'community.
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This lattL- aspect of drawing on local cultural experssion is very

Important.

In many communities of ltmited ll.teracy, the habitual response
is "We can't speak, we have no education",. There is a belief 'in
educational inferiority and th4e seems to be almost a compulsion:.
for self-denigration before th mystique of education. Yet many .

people in these communitie6, b cause they are'not'influenced or
iahibited by extensive schooli g, have a great oral tridition of
story-telling, versifying, singing and so on. They can be witty
and colourful and the lahguage is'sometimes richer than the
homogenized textbook va;iety. Maiing'use of this talent can
change attitudes toward the educational mystique. (Low, I974,.p.24)

Low's poinv4i.s vry important. Folk media enthusiasts have emphasized

th familiaritY of the medium (UNESCO, 1972).. What * more important is

that people are good it,,Zhis makes it immediately useful aS a force for

increasing self-confidense. By neglecting indigenous creative expression,

we "inhibitmpeople from active participation in the prOzess of modernization,

because an"abrupt.denigration of traditional forms of cuiture means denial

,

f access to a kind of, literacy to,which they have been used" (Mathur, 1968).-

On the other hand, by using a,popular theatrewhiehmakes use of local forlys
,

of cultural expression, "the -creative'forces that reside in the people are

being brciught to bear on the development process" (Sherlock, 1975)..0

Finally, it is important tisemphasize that the popular theatre perforDdance
."

is not the whole experience. It is the .initial catalyst for a programme of

education and action.
2

It is use in a deliberately, functional sense, noivae,

IP/

This is true in the second case study where dislussion becomes part of

the performances - performariee 'and discussiOn become an integrated whole.

Bro Russell.and his Ghanaian colleagues haye experiiented with the Jise

f performance not only in the initial motivation stage but also in the

follow-t4 actiOn progTamme. In the latter case performances are used to

provoke discussion o'n some of the problems in implementing the action programme.

1. 0
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an ena in itself but.as a clidium of social transformation. In this way art

6A-omes socially relevant And part of a larger concern for the creation of a

more humane and justly ordered society.

Since 1974, adult eduCators in Botswana have been expetimenting with
1

popular theatre as a tool for pairticipatory research and programming. The

initial experiment called Laedta.Batanani, was a coimun1tyediacation programMe.

in northern Botswana involving heavy community participation. Its success

1

encouraged other groups of development workers in BotSwana to experime t

with this approach. TO promote this work and prov4de suitable.trainin

national inter-agency committee was formed under the leadership of the

University's Institute of Achilt Education.

We have selected four, different examples of this worik to illuatratq the

,

range-of objectives, -subject matter, techniques, research and organizing

methods, and contexts in which populaheatre has been used;
.!



CASE STUDY A: COMMUNITY EDUCATIONSAMPAIGNS

The first casi is the community educatiog campaign: This is best exemplifiee`

by Laedza Batanani, the first experiment in pOpular-theatre-based participatory

programmipg.
3

Laedza means "wake 0111. - it's time to get mo4h-g!"; Batanani means '.!let's

come together aild work together". The notion oftaedzalatanani then, is to

prtivide an occasion where* ?e comm nity is drawn ogether, is ',woken up .

. .

-to their situation, and distusses what might be acme, about.it.

The venue for this annval event iS the Kgotla - the vinage, meetIng plAe.
.

$
,.. .

In the past, the kgotla was powerful mediu f6r community decision-making
.

and,a major part of., village jlife. It was a vehicle par exCellence for educating'

a community as a communiTy. Since In ependence, With the declining ralie of

traditional leaders, it has lost its'influence'and no lo2g6r draws large

participation. Laedza Batanani c4se to resurrect its cotinunity educaion

function by providing:

1) a stimulus for attending such a\ meeting

2) a medium for presenting commun4y isaues in a poweiful way, so
that people would want to talk about them

3) a ng.w, more participatory, mean
the kgotla, i.e.,.small graup 4

of organizing discussion within
scussion.

3
For a detailed description of the Laedza,Batanani community education cam-L-

paigns, see "Laedza Batanani: Popular Thpatre and Development - A Botswana

Case,Study" by Ross Kidd and Martin ByraM, in Convergence, Vol.10, No.2,

October, 1977.

2

* Ai
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, Each camp.aignie.d CbmndUnity-or$ani4d effore:'community representatis

/.
.

'attend.'d pre-lcappiie plannfingotkshop.(in w hich sriority i.Ssuea are
. b.

ideritified), and. Participate ,back-Up support foi'thesfeS'tiVaI'and-in the't..
.

CoUnc., lo.
.

e -
actual..festival perfOrman.ces: 'loorel .ils piovidthe -overall -;.1 ,

.

.. , -
i

i
e -, r

leadership for-each campaign..The University's 7Institute. ot Adult Edcktion, ..-7.. 4
, . -

was largely responsible (or initiating'this programme.-Each caMpaign' also

.

.

involved the extensionebrkers -in the drea, either as local organizers (of
4 al

community participation), or, as meMbers-.of the m9bile ,team of ac6 ranimateurs.

Each year the caffipaign team tours the five major villageS in themerea.
1

In each village, the campaing team puts on'a one and one-half hou'r perfor-

, .

mance, including drama, puppetry, dancing, singing;'and drumbeat poetry.

After each krfOrmance, the actors and-other extensiontvoikers in the area

divide the audience into-groups and organize discussion of the'problems

pre,sented. DiscussionJs organized in a."Freirean". manner, starting with,

an objective', look at the problems presented in 'the,perfOrmance, and thet

moviag to a disCussion,of the problems as they affett membeie 'of the audience

A and What might be donl about them. A recent innovation 1001a post-caMpaign
,dv

follow-up programme of pract_iel.demonstrationS and other fdYms of support'

(e.g., seed distribution forvegetahle gardens), organized by.the development-

workers to help people move ftom discussion to action.

The issues presented tilrough drama, puppetry, songs anances are deter-
':

mined in a precampaign workshop of communi6-;: leaders and extension workers.

In the first four years of Laedza 13atanani, they have'inc;.uded doncerns about

cattle theft, inflation and unemployment, the effett on community and family

of migrant labour and the drift to the towns, conflict between'modern and

traditional practices, the school-leaver probelms, and fami y and health
Jrak-

ibrpblems.

Issue identification 'at the community works%hops starts with.an initial.

1 3
4

,

opt

a 4
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*!brainstOrming' sessipv in small groups, in:which all possible issues are,
.,,

- -liseed qulekly,dn newspO.nt cOne bf:41these iists produced at thef ftrst
. ) 1

o

A./Orkshop is gierl... in AppendiX A.).- T.ater-., workiig,again in, small groups,
'..

I, ..4,

partici'pants,seledt fho4e iSsee whi4 they feel.are the most pressirig and
. , ., .

.

i
a 1 ,

q.7 ,' . . 4.0
-#

which they feel! people.ar,e vtilling to-di) somethi-ng about. Criteria for t-hiS .v .

%choice includes;y

a) small tasks which pkpple can easily achieve (e. g., clean-u .campaigns
. .

rath?x than-a large infrastruural projeet);

b) problems Which require a loeaI response'rather than government action;

c) problems 'who.4e solutinl can ea'Sily be,suPported by regular extension

work.

Once the campaign issues are agreed, some of-.the participants are selcted .

to attend an actors' workshop where (retailed analysis of each of the

in made in turn. This involves: r I

a) listihg people!s knOwledge -Attitudes and practice With respect to
A X

each problep;

b) identifying from his list the key.sonstraints (e.g., misbeliefs,

(1-lack of resources);

r .
,

-c) decid-ing which of these constraints might be succesSfully challenged 11.-,

-.'

and which current RractiCes should,-be built on And supported.
.

Through this analysis participants work out clear set of objectives

and liroblems to b presented as a preliminary step to 'scriptin' the'drama,

puppet play, dance, and sOng.

In all of.these discussions the firial yardstick is realism. Important

constraint*sare identified but only those;that are Zonsidered to be amenabae

to change are intr duced. For example, many.peoOle get ineffective treatment

for VD from the traditional doctor, yet to discourage the use of traditional

medecine.would only,ahtagonize 'people:, In this situation, the actors chose

11e
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,

as ihe main mesSage men's responsibility for telling their.lovers (sine

. -

VD is difficult to detect In.women).. Simi)arly in .ihe discussions dn sanitation

4

'tile actors decided that the promotion of toilets at this stage would be

unrealistic. Verm few families haVe the.resoutces or the motivation to
4

-

buiid a toilet
,

As an alternative, the festival_ promoted the diggihg of

a 'trench by each family and.the practice ofstaking a shovel to cover one's

excreta.-

The object of all these'sessiods is to clarify how the villagers'perceive

a problem before dramatizini it. Considerable care is taken,t6 avoid' being

propagandistic', i.e., promoting government solution* and packaged answers

in a direct and mechanical way, Without firSi presenting the problems as

perceived by iooal ReOple. 1he role.of the 'fformance is to create an

awareness of the ptoblem and the motivation to do something about it. It is

. the field workers' job in the follow-up programme to provide any techniques

. needed to solve the problem.

Evaluation'studies' to date have revealed the llowing:

1) the.cathpaigns have been successful in attracting large numbers of

peOple, many of whom have not participated before ih development activitiea.

2) spectators recognize the releVance of, the popular theatre performances

and their value a8'a stimulus for discussion. Local people have also,.

prailed the festival for making it possible to discuss issues whiCh

otherwise' cOuld not be discussed. "It is at iptresting way of bringing

A144 7

social pressure to bear on people - easipr than wives on their own trying

to argue with their huOanda. The drama helps to show men what women
c,

don't like."

. 3), the campaigns have stimulated active participation of local people in a

range of activities, including the planning and running of the Festival;

4) the cAmpaings have been particularly responsible for some changes: harsher



,.

cattle theft laws, better attendances at village mketings, and increased
4

clinic; attendance for VD treatment. It also seems apparent that campaign'.
t .

Messages have spread to many people who dfdn't attend the campaign.
4

Laedza Batinani has provided a^model for cooperative programming and has

\h

.

elped develop a sense of teamwork among deve1opment workers-in the area.
... -.

This Programme of popular'theatre has not only provi( evelopment workersIZ

with a new technique. It has'also helped in challenging 'top-dowri' overly

technical approaches to non-formal education. By giving field workers a

'non-prescriptive' teaching approach, popular theatre has helped them stirt

to see themselves in a new role niit as. mere links.between centrally

determined technical information and rural families1 but as catalysts in

'motivating people to-look at the problems themselves, analyze constraints,

-

and examine alternative solutions. This'demonstration of the potential in

participatory programming constitues :an important change in non-formal

education practice in Botswana.

The involvement of village-level development workers as petformers is

the significant feature of Botswana's theatre-based NFE programme. By virtue

of their participation the programme is no longer a one-bff eve*,as it

would tend to be if organfzed by theatre professionals. The performance is

one part of an.education/action prograMte, including post-performance

discussion and other ways-of promoting an active response to the performance.

This involvement of field'staff works well. Most extension workers can cam-
k

bine their, understanding of the local situa-tion with a flair for acting:

gaving tried out popular theatre, they become very excited about its potential

as a way of challenging people's response to problems; Their relative suceess

in using this apporach has given them lot of self-confidence and encourages

them to use/nopular.theatre in their regular work. One immediate. implication

1 0
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is that thereds no problem in integrating popular)theatre work with regu ar

extension work since the same people are ing botil.lobS.
, .

Laedza gatanani started as an experimen run-by government extension.,
\

-WorkerS'but has,bloSsomed into a commun*y movement whose chief principles
%

. $

aia particiation and self-reliance. ft haidemonstrated bat it is possible
, /

,

to mobilize local people to volunteer their,time and effitirt in p anning an'd
4

.running their own educational programme. Local Rarticipation and leadership

has ,become a reality, notNonly in pecformance but also'in planning and

organi2t1on. People aee also beginning to'accept the principle of. self-

reliance' - of not waiting for ggivernment to do everything. Laedza Batanani

provides a clear example of the potenti l in harnessing local energies and

, .initiative for adult education and del:teloulent. This communitmovement

could become a powerful local institution, providing in cooperNation with

the extenllion agencies a wide range of local initiatives-within the area.

CASE STUDY B: POPULAR THEATRE AND RESETTEMENI; EDUCATION

Basarwa
I

have lived as cattle-workers and squatters on cattle ranches

in western Botswana for the last 50 years. A recent government survey revealed

that they had a strong desire to get their own land in order to escape the

exploitation of the farms. Government has allocated land and provided bore-

holes for four new communities. These new settlements will be given other

basic services (e.g., primary 'sob:5bl and health post) but beyond that, the

Basarwa must fine their own resources to-develop their communities as they

see fit.

1

n the past, "Besarwa" were more popularly, refdrred to asd "bushmen".
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Gavernment has been organizing a series of workshops for each new group of
ye

A _A;

settlers before/they move to the'new communities._The'purioose pf each meeting
.

to give the new.settirs.an opportdnity tp. meet ,....TitJa....air4Ls. (since

they come,from differene.laims 'arid often don't know one another), and to

start talking about.the probleMs and issues,related to,life'on the

settleme;lt.

The background to these meetings is dependence. As employees on these
a

'large cattle-ranches, the Basarwa rely not only on the food rations they are

given, but also on the milk of cattle they are tending. They have been

conditioned to depend on these meagre yet regular wages, in the form of

rations,, and.many have'lost their traditional skills in hunting.. In the past

they have ilso been dependent on water.sources owned by theNcattle ranchers

and have had no access to land for ploughing' or grazing their own cattle.

They are not allowe4 to keep livestock or plant crops on the ranches whefe

'they work. But now that they have their awn land and water,on the new

settlement,- they can no longer count on rationa from the ranches. They have

to overcome this hand7out conditioning,sand rediscover their original habits

of self-reliance;

Various methods were tried '0 t to make these community meetings work well.

.

Lectures and question-and-answer sessions tended to reinforce the passivity
'

and dependence of the participants. It made them sit back and listen tc gid

government representatives tell them what to do, rather than provoking them

to tackle the problemS themselves. Small group discussions Seemed too academic,

requiring an academic responSe only; they failed to generate the-necessary

enthusiasm and involvement:

In this situation, we turned to participatory drama as a much more dynamic

tool. Drama stimulates pot only an. analytical response, but also an emotional

or spiritual response. I s a much more organic and integrated medium -

18
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the issu s became alive because the participants are no longer talking

academitally.about a futuie 'situation; they 4re in that aituation and respon-
.

ding in an imaginative and creative way td the pressures.and problems of
dalo

that Situation.

It i'S-morwatuned. to the organic way in which Basa?wa relate to life.'

Their,own forms of drama - story-telling and dance-dramas - are woven into

the fabric of elreryday life. By using-this already familiar medium, Basarwa

can use their own cultural:tools td'understand and deal with the rapid

change in their situation.

For each workshop, the meeting Ripce is set up as a theatre-in-the-round,

with easy acc6ss for the parzicipts in_the outer circle to.join the originalw

set of Itors 'Obout ten,men'and women in the middle).

t .

,
The drama starts according to an agreed plot workdd out beforehand. The

new settlers are gathered around a fire at the new community. They are

.talking about the borehole and how they can afford to run and maintain it.

Then conversation shifts to sdbsistence. Each gives his,or her proposal.

One gets angry and threatels td back to the farms.IThe group tells,him to

wait and hear what government says. Several say they should ask government

for rations and diesel for the borehole engine.

Then two government officers arrive. The Basarwa act submissive and

servile The senior government officer (talking in Setswana) paints a

pretty picture, praising government's contribution land, borehole, school,

health post), and exhorting them to work hard and build their own communities.

"Remember, s9f-reliance is a national principle and we expect everyone to

. .

support it.". He continues in this vague and indirect but diplomatic way.

Then it i s the translator's turn. Speakingin Sesarwa, he iiVery short and

blcint: "What he is saying is no rations, no petrol for your borehole engine.
1

You're on your own. we're giving you nothing! The Basarwa ask a few questions

_19
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to .00nfirm this,view. Wh n they realize they can get nothing more out of

government, the questi.olling stops, The government cz,ficers leave.

This background context is very, carefully demonstrated so that everyone

understands' and begins to'identify,immediately with this imaginarY yet

realistic, situation. Go ernment's unwillingness to provide "eVerything"

for the settlers is.hammered home Allots of repetition so that people's

r.
expectations become adjusted to the real situation right from the beginning.

The rest of the drama is built around this basic situation - a group':

disctmsion around 4 fire. Other events come along to disrupt this, but.group

returns each time to this core'situation, in which the implications qf each

new event are discussed or piesented in mime.

Once ihe actors catch the spirit and start to feel,themselves realistically

in that situation, the 'play" takes-off. New situations and issues develop

as peopl.start to deal in an imaginative way with each other and their new -

situation. These arc fed.into 4ra= from the 'inside' or 'outside'.

Actors create new situatiOns th selves or participants in the outer circle

join the drama bringing in new problems. The organizers feed in issues-

where necessary, by briefing certain participants in the outer circle to

take a problem into the drama of joining the drama themselves in the role

of government officers.

)

At the firs,t workshop where this.technique was used, the actors started'to

improvise their reaction to the opening'situation entirely spontaneously:

Tiiey started to mime how they would use their, hunting and collecting ills ?

to give them food and how they would make leather goods and han crafts for

sale.,They sent a delegation to see the government about handic aft iprtCd ion.

A few men returned`to the farms to work on behal,f of the group.

the 'audience' played the role of a Boe ti. coming.to hire men as trackers - the

men refused to go, saying he first had, to get clearance from the District

Council.

man from

.4

2 0
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Other prob em situations which have come up in these workshops have

included: (
a) a man returning sick from the farms

b) game-'Scouts chasing.poachers

c) police investig.ating cattle theft

d) report that boreholehas borken down

e) men complaining about the difficulty of, ,getting supplies from the

nearest town

worker complaining aobut life on the farms

g) a Mosarwa from a different 'tribe' coming to loin the settlement

h) arrival of a government officer.

It becomes a type of simulation game withoutsdocutents and role cards.

It is less structured than the typical simulation game - the events are

not pie-packaged or scripted. There is room for participants to.choose the

tssues and situations which are important for them: It gives them the

opportunity to painttheir own future in an imaginative yet realistic,pway..
- .

Instead of the learning experience being structured for them (by government

officials), they choose what is impor nt, they dttermine what is possible.

16;And because of the sense of community, f colleciive expression that i --1

found in Basarwa life, the statements and actions of the acting group become

in one senSe collective statements for the whole group. The actors (who

Change throughout this continuous-play) are speking for all e partiCipantS'.

The role-playing provides an opportunity for participants to explore

their new situdtion, to experience working with a new group of people, to

escape from passivity and dependence, and everi to teSt out egressive behaviour

(e.g., demanding their rights from government, empl,pyers etc.). It is

a way of testing out behaviour withoUt being threatened by the real life

consequences of the action. A Mosarwa who strikes back against an arrogant

"
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''bossin a drama is net subject to the consequences of this acti h in

real life.,,St if the play-acting is realistic,, people cat-iea from it.

This type of simulatton game is used to help participants egin to

understand:and deal with some qf the prqblems in their future situation.

1It works to the extent that the Basarwa are able to ee themselves in that

situation. Some anthropologists have said that the Basarwa cannot deal with

'the, future. The working hypothesis here is that participatory drama provides

a much sore effective medium for'identifying with that future siruation than

listening to a talk:Or discussing these issues in an academic.way;

/his type of theatre is based upOn immediate experience. It sraws spon-
,

taneously from the audience s participation and their e tional response to

the situation. At best it is alizost uncOnscious -- the aud ence becoms involved

without knowing that they are being involved.. There is a Cetai element of

risk, since the participants themselves-determine what situkions

important - they may choose to be passive.at to represent a t tally

fatalistic.outlook. Yet the element of risk important: it i .itie placing

of the 'power' of role-playing directly.into the hands of the'prticipants

which makes this approach liberating (University of Massachusetts 1975).

In this use of theatre, discussion becomes part of the performace

rather than something separate from it. Critical analysis of each event

develops spentaneously. Each new event is discussed around the fire' by

the aCtors and al-s)1 by the audience who are watching.

In simulation games You oftsen have a 'control.'. function to stop or

correct responses in the game, situa9.on. In this case the 'control'

function is shared among all the participants. When anyone seen somethi

unrealistic, he points it out. f4here there is a lack af info*mation, th e

organizers and the other government resource people intervene, but doing

,-this in role'.

22
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This simulation game proVides the basic core of the comtunity worksholl.

for v'ariety, it is mixed-with:.

1

a)-buzz groups (within theitheatre-in-the7round seating pattei:n)

,
b) small groupdiscussion No

c) drama creation in smaii groups.

CASE STUDY C: POPULAR THEATRE AND FREIREAN LITERACY WORK

Popular theatre has'also been used in literacy work in Botswana. The

Freirean apporach used in this programme is particularly needed in Botswana

where 144ignation or fatalism is a direct product of harsh environmental c

4

cOnditions and social relationships. Drought is a regular feature of life,

destroying.initiative and malsing many people dependent ovothers,. Some.are

forced by these copditions (41"aut one-third of the.male labour force) to
o,

find a livelihood in South 4frica where thekr dependence is further
4

. reinforced. Manrof those whd remain behind have no cattle or land of thei

NIR and are totally dependent on meagre wages frost cattle owners. The Freirean
/

method provides one means of challenging the prevailing apathy, of encouraging

people to take responsibility for dealing with their Situation.

In Bra-il and.Chile,-Freire used pictures to spark off discussion. In

experimenting with this medium in Botswana,.it was discovered that pictures

were not a sufficient stimulus for disCussion. Often participants had

difficulty understanding the context'of a picture. In many cases, the

pictures could only provide a narrow image of the whole issue and for some

issues it was difficult to find a suitab,I.e representation. For these reasons

the literacy programme organizers decided to.add an additional medium

- story-telling - as a catalyst for discussion. As a more versatile AdiuM

than/pictured, stories can provide a clearer context and deal with issues
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4
that are not presented visually.'Xn combination with pictures, stories

can be used to present fictitious ye8 realistic situations faMiliar to the .

learners as the basis for Sparking of discussion on similar situations and

. problems faced by the learner.

The stories are produced on the basis of:

'1). problem research in the target villages (i.e., open-ended discussion..

with small groups of adults contacted in 4 very informal way -

at the ,water supply,'outside the clinic, at beer parties* and at

individual homes;

2) problem analysis ahd story writing in a material production workshop

(similar to the Laedta Batanani pre-campaign community workshop).

.In the'literacx group sessions, these stories are read out by thckiteracy
(-

animateur and then distussed by the group. (A flipchart picture representing !

a critical incident in the story proVides an adaitional focus for the

discussion.) In several cases they have been-actually dramatized by the

group. Outside the study meetings some groups have used drama as a technique

for getting others in the village talking about some of the issues the

literacy groups are discussing.

Groups.have staged performances on TB, malnutrition, sanitation, and
Ns,

over-drinking for public meetings at the kgdtla, clinic or community centre.

In a few casee, this has provided the impetus for tommunity-wide action on

these issues.

In both cases, drama is more than an object for analysis and discussion.

It is an important experience for the literacy participants in developing

self-confidence - a major oiojective of the literacy programme.,It demonstrates

to participants that they already have a kind of literacy that works well.

'24
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,a

Direct quote's ..rom the problem eesearch interviews ate later used in

writing the "problem stbries" so that they reflect both the perspective

and expressions of potential literacy participants. Some examples are:

-To plough is to gamble. Even if you plough early enough, the rains may

disappear and your crops die.

-Nutrition means money. The only --Inced food lor children is found at

the-Shop.

-Women are looking after children while men ,are busy enjoying life. Wben

you warn' your husband About leaving you alone with the children, h

beats you and his girifriend beats you too.

-If there is no raip, there is no life we tan't

to South--Africa.

ough and we're forced

-When we ry.to warn young people about their misbehaviour, they say that

we have n education, no civilization. What is needed is hard lashes

at the kgot

-We go to the mines in South Africa because here in4our country we're not

the 'right type of ople for work!. they keep saying "Where's your

certificate or experien e?" We don't know when we're going to get this

'experience' because we nCt get jobs.

-Prices go up because of those 71 enough to have jobs, getting increases

in their salaries. They goup use of "Deve(lopmen"t", bUt this really

hurts the poor'and causes hunger'.

-We don't like this business of applying for land from the Land Board. Soon

'11 be told to buy land as if we're buying a tractor. Because pf the

difficulty of getting the grain to the del5ot, we're forced to sell them

to the Boers who come and cheat us with low prices. Later in summer they

sell them back to us at high prices.

2 5
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-Hunting is like buying mealie-meal.:,tyou've gdt to pay for.it. But we

.can't afford the license. Wild animals destroy,odeCrops but g91;ernment
\A%

.. won't let us bunt them.

yoU're married,,you 'have _t oJacpt u)llat your husband says, even if,

y u disagree. SOmetimes you're,taken to the lands to spend the rest

pf your life.there-not coming to town.

-Firewood has become a business. People come in trucks and steal all our

7wood. Our area is cantpletely bate.. We now have to Walk miles to find

even one stick of wood. And it's hard to get wood without a wagon,

because they're all as fat as:England.

Drama has also been used in the organizational and leadersh training

stages of the project. Int,publicizing the literaC prograM6 at th kgotla,

extension staff in each village put on a drama about illiteracy.

has proven to be an effective device for recruiting literacy animateur

and pa:.t..cian:s. In training workshops for literacy animateurs, drama

\

has played a major role;

as a walcm-up exercise which helps in building confidence and active \

participation;

as a technique practices at the leaders' workShop for use with literacy\

groups;

-as codes for developing the ctical awareness of the leaders themselves

...in',particular challenging their view,of how they should relate-to
\

their literacy group.

For the lattr purpose, a special'puppetplay was devised which dramatizes

in a bold, hard-hitting way the contrast between authoritarian and non-

authoritarian styles o ,f leadership. 26
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CASE STUDY 13% PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH ANT ENS WORK IN APPROPRIATE

TECHNOLOGY

23.

9
49.91.

Botswana's Rural Industries 'Innovatiori Centre- (RIIC), which was established

in 1974, combines a research and extension function with the gsign of appro-

priate'' technologies for rural development. In order to guide their future

activities, RTIC started with a xesearch project to discover the problems,'

preferred solutions, and pridritiesiof villages near their centre. This ,

coihcided with a'similar interest in,'consultation - as a preliminary

step in drawing up the district development plari - by dist ict 'officials.

They decided to combine their efforts.

Teams-tf field workers were trained to interview-members of every village

development committee ih the district. The interviews were op'in-ended and

attempted.to engage the participantS' in a dialogue on their situation:
-

.

This consoltation process was seen as more than-mere data'collection; it.4,

4 ,
was'also designed as an education progyamme in which particip4nts started

- ,to develop a critical understanding.of their situation and some of the
,

..

directions in which they could act. It demonstrated -in clear terms'the
A

.

peoples role in defining and directing the deVelopment process. This was
:- 4,,

reflected in the programme slogan: "TO be fully human an individual should
,

.be-free.to be critical of and breative with his own environment" (Carothers,

1977).

Each dialogUe went bettrid * Mere listing of common complaints. Participants'
*

surface level perceptions were chalienged'and participants were. encouraged

to reflect more critically about each of the statemats they made. As a_

problem-solving discussion, participants were involved not only in describing
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their problems in detail,-6ut also in working out and analyzing possible

solutions. Where necessary, additional factual info'rmation vs provided
4.

for example,-on a2ternative. technologies - but In a .way-ftat was as

culturdlly neutral dS possible. The interviewers avoided selling' technologies

in a prop.agandistic, "way; participants were involved in aSsessing the

.the suitability of each proposed technology - its raw materials, design,
'_,

!

usefulness, cost and cultural acceptalhlity.

The dialogue foIlbWed..this'seguence of stepst\,

4 I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM I

WHAT.SOLUTION SHOULD BE. INSTITUTb

WHO WILL BENEFIT FROM THE SOLUiION?

WHAT NEW PROBLEMS ARE CREATED?/

4

1

aCCEPTABLE:

ACTION TO BE T

4

28
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Fdr RIIC this initl baseline reseatch represented only the first

stage of a continuing dialogue wi#41 villages on theit problems, alternative

ways of solying them Ctechhical.and human), and strategies. for action.

Theik extension staff are currently experimenting with puppetry and arama as

a codification of the priority issues identified in the first stage research

- in order to regenerate the dialogue in each village. Again, peyformance is

seen as the catalyst - a vivid way of presenting issues so that people want

to talk about them. Discussion will follow a similar format to the one

described on the previous page. Initially they are working out single-theme,

'pre-packaged' puppet plays performed by their own staff: Later, when they

feel more.confident wiCEZ this medium, they may move to more partiCipatory

theatre, wOrking out drama .1(etches on the spot with local people.

In this case, drama and puppetry are Seen as important devices fQr

'humanizing' the.technology. Without this, there is a danger of the

technologies becoming paramount and a rift emerging between them and their

social situation: on the other hand, they are.poor aht demonstratinithe

construction or use of technologies. Their job is to 'situate' the technologies,

to demonstrate how these technologies can relate to dayTto-day life in the

village, to reflect the problems for which the techniques provide a solution.

Analysis

There.are six steps in conscientization programmes:

1. problem identification

2. problem analysis

3. codification (putting the p oblems into a code, e.g., picture or
drama)

,4. presentation of code

5 discussion of code

6. action

29
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TYPE OF
heOCRAMME

)PROBLE14 .

IDENTIFICATION

-

)11PROBLEM

ANALYSIS
3) CODIFICATION

_

'4) PRESENTATION
OF CODE

.

4

) DISCUSSION
OF CODE

,

,

6) ACTION

'A ,

Community
Education
Campaigns
(e.g, Laedza
Uatanani)

.

.

Workshop of%*
.

community
leaders &
extension
staff: problem
listing &
prioiity
selection

Actors work-
shoP: KAP
study and
analysis of
constralmts

Actors wOrkshop:
agreement on
plot and charac
terization then
improvisation

.

,

Kgotla presen-
,tation by
mobile team
of actor-
animateurs

.

Small group
problem-
solving
discussion
in kgotla
led by actors

Follow-up
programme run
by extension
workers
integrated with
the regular
work'of exten-
sion staff.

4,

11

Empirical
.Theatre)I%

Simulation
Gamy (e.g.,
Resettlement-

Education)

la

Spontaneous response to
situation part of per-
formance, not separate
from it.

,

Improvisation
in responSe
to simulated
situation

'Participatory'
theatre: presen-
tation by the
whole group

A spontaneous
part of per--
formance, not
separate from
performance

.

---...-,

C v

Freirean
Literacy
Work

.

.

-

()Pen-
minded,-in-
formal-diS-
cussion of
Rroblems
with groups'

selected at
random in
target area

Literacy
staff work-
shop: KAP
study and
analysis of
constraints

,

Literacy staff
workshop: story
written for
each problem
incorporating
direct quotes
from research

1) stocyjreading
by literacy group

, leader, or 2)

Literaoy.group
problem-solving
discussion
facilitated
by flip-chart
picture of key
incident in '

story (drama)

_

Action by
jiteracy group
including
'public draua
presentation
ta motivate
participat.ion
by whole
cRlamunity

_
drametization by
literacy group
members

.

D

Extension
Work in
Appropriate
Technology

Problem-solving discussion
with village development
committee (following fixed
sequence of questions)

)

.

RIIC staff work-
shop: problem-
drama (puppet
play) prepared
for each prior-
ity problem

.

,

Kgotla presen-
tation by RIIC
staff

.

.

1Problem -
soiving dis-
cussion with
village devel-
opment
committee

,

Construction
and use oft
appropriate
technologies
assisted by
RIIC

.
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Of course, the process does not end with 'action' - it is cyclical.

'Action' leads back into reflection and the process continues. he waY in

wh1401 each step organized, in the different programmes, is summarized in

the table on page 26.

The main points to be drawn out'of this comparative table are giVen

below:

*

In Case Study B, problem identification, analysis and codification

'are done.within the context of the performane and involve all th

participants. In the other three cases, these steps,are done before the

performance by.some members of.the community and the prograMme. orgainZers.

In Laedza Batanani (Case Study A), these steps involve the coMmunity

leaders and extension 14orkers. This represents a progressive step away from

imposing a messate straight from government. Yet the community leade s who

attend the workshop tend to be drawn exclusively from the wealth r,

cattle-owning, section of the community. This accounts for the inclusion

of class-specific'issues (e.g., cattle theft) and the lack of strong

political content.'

In RIIC's initial consultation programme (Case Study D), they balanced
4

their interviews of the village development committee - an organization

mainly composed of.the village elite - with discussions among some of the

poorer members Of the community.2 In the literacy project (Case Study C),

1

Cattle theft is not a poor man's issue. 45% of rural households own no

cattle at all, Aile 5% own 50% of the cattle. Most df tinose'without

cattle do not Plant anything or plant late because of.Aifficulties in

getting draught animals. (Rural Income DistribUtion Survey, 1974)

2
They concluded, however, that t e VDC did represent fairly accurately

the views of the wbole community. (Carothers, 1977)

32



the organizers deliberately set out to discover the concerns and issues of

theless privileged section of the community. For this purpose, informal

interviews with small groups'in different parts of the village worked well.
of

In all the programmes, the perforFance attempts to reflect the issues

from.the perspective of the participants; This is not a learniqg resource

created-in the capital city. It is drawn out of a process of dialogue with
1

members of the community and attempts to be an aecurate reprert*ation of the

issues raised in that dialogue. In the literity case, the actual works of

people in the community (recorded in the field research) are esed, in'the

stories. Ik!,le other cases, the inVolvement of community members as actors.

and the use of improvisation makes the performance a true picture of lotal

issues and idioms.

In all cases, the performance raises the issues only; it is not prescript,ivei

there are no pre-packaged answers. Working out an approp4iate solution is

left to the discussion and this comes\only after a critical analysis of the

problems themselves. This is particularly important in Case D1 technology

is kept under harness, subservient to the participatory process of determining

its use in the context of solving important community problems. It is this

_patient and sustained commitment to a process of dialogue which keeps

iRIIC s extension work 'honest', which'makes it legitmate to use the label

appropriate technology. The technologies respond to real 'community needs

because they are planned by the community.

In the first three cases, members oftthe tommunity are involved in the

presentation of the code. In the latter case, this will occur once RIIC has
4

developed some confidence and experience with the medium. Involving the

learners in performing the code is an effective way of increasing confidence

and developing active participation.

However, if popular theatre is to be come truly participa ory, there needs

33
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to be more experience in less formal regular uses of popular theatre

(in contrast with its use in a once-a-year campaign or festiyai). It

needs to be seen as a standard technique available to village-level extension

staff in their day-to-day, work. As 'rough' theatre, it can be easily managed

and woven into their everyday work, rather than used as a once-a-year

'gimmick'. It could be,used as part of regular presentatiops at kgotla

.meetings and clinics, village-level courses, farmers' days, group demon-

strations,.etc.

Participation and critical reflection are-not the only,objects of social

transformation programmes - there is also action'. In the case of 'Laedza

Batanani" (Case Study A), a special followup programme is organized by the

extension workers to support the action decisions taken in the community

discussions. In the literacy project (Case Study B), each grouP is encouraged

to take action on a few modest tasks. In the first year of this project,

there was spectacular success. The groups tackled prOjects which could

produce imqediate results and their confidence grew. Soon, theY were tackling

a range of pr jects:

- organizing public mee41ngs to get others in the village committed to

the same problem (e.g., overcharging by transport-owners, veld fires,

school-leavr problems)

- taking 'direct atation' (e.g., cleaning up the village meeting place,

clinic yard, and the area around the shop; raising funds through

Concerts, making handicrafts, selling food)i

- consulting those responsible tO make chamgei (e.g asking shopkeepers

to improve their slirvice; complaining to the local Councillor about a 4

dam polluted by hospital sewage)

- iyviting field wrkers,to give talks and demonstrations.

3 4
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One faclbr accounting for this success is that the literacy groups were

together over a sustainedperiod Of.time and were able to develop a spirit of

solidarity and mutual commitment.'This factor explains why the RIIC progratme,

(Case Stucy D) seama to:have the most potential in;making the process'of'

critical reflection lead to social aotion. They have made a long-term

.commitment to a continuing and year-round dialogue with groups in the villages

they are serving. Action - in this case eiperimental use of 'various technologies

village groups - will itself become the basis, for further reflection.

me of the constraints and pto/...!ms encountred at the action stage could

be codified through drama or puppetry as the focus for further discussion

and analysis (Russell, 1977).

CONCLUSION

Experience in Botswana has shown that popular theatre can play an

important role in social transformation programmes, expanding participation

and self-confidence and providing a mirror for critical analysis and a stimulus

for discussion and action. For the field worker it represents not only a

new teaching tool, but a totally new approach for working with rural

communitiea. It is a.practical tool which helps in making Freire's educational

philosophy operational. As '.rough or simple" theatre,,it is iaPmanageable

technique and therefore capable of involving and,being kept within the

introl of local people. It is as yet under-utilized, but it has an amazing

potential as a conscientizing and mobilizing force contributing to progressive

social change.
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APPENDIX'A

(Laedzs Batanani 1974-1975)

A) VILLAGE Cq-ORDINATION AND aNERAL Is,suEs

1. Homesteads in the Bokalaka are scattered. There are no concentrated
village settlements and malty people live at the lands or cattle-posts. There
is an increasing tendency to move away from the 'village' and stay mord' at.
the lands, often permanehtly. This scattered population pattern creates
problems in communication, adtine of services, community cooperatien, and
general village development.

2. There are seasonal movements of peeple,-related re agrieurtural activity,
between the villages and land area, and this adds to the problems identified
in 1. above.

3. Poor development of both homes (4illages and lands) because' they are far
apart. The seasonal migration referred to in 2. often means that neither
place is adequately cared for, and in ihe case of the land area, agricultural
devenpment suffers. -

4. Conflict between the Central and Ward kgotlas. Attendancevt, the Central
,kgotla is low because people live considerable distances sway-,ned are
reluctant to travel. Thus, there is,a preference for attending meetings at
the Ward kgotla laith a related shift in loyalty to 'ward' institutions.

5. People living far fram the Central kgotla tend to miss out' on government
information, since the Central kgotla remains-the main public meeting places
for government extension workers, e&c.

6. People have little interest in attending development meetings of the
kgotla, %MC or other olianizations (e.g., PTA). They tend tO be misunderstood
and regarded asijust talk,' nothing ever happens'.

7. Court cases itv6lving theft or seduction, hevever, are-much mote popular
and well-attendesi.,People seem to enhoy the debate and'controwersy,of these
sessions.

B. Unpaid headmen are reluctant to attend meetings.

9. Self-help schemes are unpopular. Very few peOple contribute to Self-help
projects and there is a preference for !food-far-work' projects. People
are on the whole much more interested in lobbying government to pravide
services than in raising funds locally for projects.

10. Laws and,punishments for criminal offences are too lenient. For example,
.cattle theft (Bobava) is rampant, but 'fines for speculators who buy stolen
cattle exacerbate the problem. There is also 'stealing for the government'

the practice of stealing 'cattle from. Rhodesia. Many,people feel that the
only crime is crossing the border fence.

11There is some dissatisfaction with government (central and district)
provision of services for developing the area. There is a general feeling
.that the area is 'neglected.

12. Poor relationships between government officers and the people.

h13. Schools are no longer where people live, therefore, schools should be'
moved. This problem is related to the current tendency to stay longer at
the lands..
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14. Dissatisfaction with social life and recraation in the rural areas.

15. The Kalanga language, it is.felt, shOuld I* allowed at least as, a learning
medium in the early school leW.ls, and kgotla,meetings.

.

16. Rhodesia-Botswana border: refugees crossing the border. into Botsw0a
and causing confuSion; Botswana children crossing Anto Rhodesia.'

\

B) FAMILY PROBLEMS

1. Tension when the husbands are away in South Africa. There is suspici n
by each partner about infidelity.

. - C .

2. Conflicts about traditional marriage practices: 'Nkumbo' (elopement) \

and 'Nkadzana' (taking the sister of the wife as 'younger wife'). \

.3. Role of men and women: women often complain that they do all the.work
\while the men are always drinki.
\

-..
\

.
,.1'

f
\

4. Husbancks refus4,to allow wiVes to get involved in'teaching, voluntary \

organizations, etc.
\

5. Juvenile delinquency: lack of parental discipline, particularly with
regard to house ft.

44 AP

6. Elderly people mdsleading the yoUng, such as a father encauraging his
son to drink. This results in children being late:for school, pregnancy
at an early.age, indiscriminate smoking, and gambling and fi hting.

7. Young people'drifting away to the towns, particularly during.the ploughins.\
season when hard work needs to be done.

8. Conflict between parents and.children, between young and old, between
the educated and the'uneducated. The elders feeling that young people do A

no sive them-sufficient respect.'

9. Concern about the educWtion of childrent"What can I do with children '

who have failea Standard-7r Standard 7 failures have ,no.other alternatives
and parents often blame automatic prOmotion. They also feel the use,of
SetWwana as a medium of instruction in primary schoolS put their children
at a disadvantage.

10. Procrastination about work which needs to be done before the rains:
if bush clearing, de-stumping, training of oFen, thatching, etc., is not
done in time, then there is chaos when the rains Come.

C) VALUE CONFIICTS

Value conflicts refer to conflicts between modern 'and traditional beliefs
and behaviour, and the confli t between actual behaviour and acceptable and
legally, recognized standards of behaviour.

1. Conflict in dressing habits: women wearing.mini-skirts, bell-bottoms, etc.;
men wearing high-heeled shoes, and plaiting their hair.

.;

2. The dislike of womed drinking.

3. Gumba-gumba parties disturb people at night. People belie e they encourage
prostitution, fighting and juvenile deliquency.

39
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4., Women's demand- for increased participation in community life.

5. Conflicting ideas and misconceptions about health practices. Example:
beliefs that pregnant women sho ld ndt attend the clinic as it causes
death, that pregnant should'n at eggs, that women npt,breast-feed
their_second child if the fir one has died.

- 6. The smoking Of dagga, whic4 is 'ille a .

7.-Conflicts between the ideas th ded faMily and the money
.economy; people expect to live off theeY ings of money-earning.eivil
servants.

e

:'8,-People forgetting traditional practices and customs.
k

9. 'Gumutjende' - hernia disease which causes swollen testicles. People
inflicted are afraid to attend the clinic. .

D) ECONOMIC CONCERNS

1. Jo-bs: difficulty .of finding local employment and earning money. A feeling
that only the educated get:Aobs,

2- Crop prices: prices offered by the Botswana Marketing Board are felt to
be too low.

3. Cattle theft: speculators buy stolen cattle.

4. Veld.fires: the laws concerning veld fires are not'enforced and con-
sequently much grazing land is destroyed.

.1N Cattle and goats are left uncontrolled and lalld 4s not fenced so that'
livestock;destroys crops.

6. Harvesting is often dope too late. Grain is also poorly stored.

7..Loan rejections: appliCation for loans for agricultural development are
often.rejected.

8. Disputes.over payment for borrowing oxen for ploughing.

9. :Eusukwa' (traditic;nal beer) producers complain of low prices for'
their beer; measures'must be Smaller or prices higher.

10. Worries about the Land Board and land alloc tiOn.,

11. Migrant labour to South Africa: many men go to South Africa to earn
money and either spend it while they are there, or on their return, consider
themselves to be a 'big shot' and spetiVit within the space'of a week.

E) CONSUMER CONCERNS
a.

1. Inflation: "e erything is cos.;ing ,too much.'1.

2,. Public transport: fares are too high without any standard charge and the
service is inconsistent.

3. Health services are insufficient;'the mobile clinic is unreliabte.

4. There is no water reticulation. People and cattle need to travel long
distances to 'rivers, boreholes, and wells.-
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5.4There 4re no social services for the blind, crippled, old and destitute.

6. Butcheries are a.liealth hazard, often selling Ideaemeat.

_7. Roads are poor with few 'drifts' across rivers.

8. Lions destroy cattle 'in the cattle post areas but'w4ea people,destroy
.the lions, they are fined without receiving any payment for the sale,of, the
skin.

1
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